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DECONSTRUCTING GENTRIFICATION:

UNDERSTANDING AND ACCOMMODATING CHANGE IN URBAN
COMMUNITIES
SPEAKER BIOS
Jennifer Reut is the Senior Editor of Landscape Architecture Magazine (LAM), and a
architectural and landscape historian. Before joining the staff of LAM in 2013, she
taught and practiced in historic preservation and architectural history with a particular
focus on mid- 20th-century U.S. architecture and landscape. Her current research
project, Mapping the Green Book, traces the architectural and landscape implications
of guide books published for African American travelers during the Jim Crow Era. She is
a graduate of the University of Virginia's MA and PhD programs in architectural history
in the School of Architecture.

Diane Jones Allen, ASLA, has 27-years of experience in professional practice,
research, and teaching, focusing on land planning, transportation planning, and largescale residential and park design projects, as well as community development work.
Diane was a tenured professor in Landscape Architecture, at the School of Architecture
and Planning at Morgan State University in Baltimore, Maryland. She also served as a
member of the Baltimore City Urban Design and Architecture Review Panel (UDARP).
She is currently Principal Landscape Architect with DesignJones LLC in New Orleans,
Louisiana. In 2016, DesignJones LLC was selected to receive the ASLA Community
Service Award. Her research and practice is guided by the intersection of
environmental justice, identity and sustainability in African-American cultural
landscapes, including “Nomadic” responses to “Transit Deserts,” places of increasing
transportation demand and limited access.

Gary Strang, FASLA, is the founder of GLS Landscape | Architecture and has been
designing urban landscapes and structures for over twenty years in the San Francisco
Bay Area. Educated and licensed in landscape architecture and architecture, Gary is
among the first of the new generation of multi-disciplinary practitioners to focus on
landscape commissions in the era of urban revitalization and densification, following
the postwar period dominated by commissions for suburban parks, subdivisions and
corporate campuses. The unifying theme of his work is the realization that
contemporary landscapes require blending ecology with urban infrastructure and
architecture to make cities livable.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

•Examine the role of public policy and private
development in the process of gentrification.
•Understand the historical forces and consequences
shaping current understanding of gentrification.
•Learn technical and policy solutions to address
the problem of transit deserts.
•Understand the context for current issues in urban
development and community displacement.
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GENTRIFICATION AS URBAN CULTURAL PHENOMENON

Undefined/able Terms: Gentrification, Gentrifiers, and Urban “Change”
 Gentrification as a term is first coined by sociologist Ruth Glass in 1964, in

reference to middle class Londoners moving into working class neighborhoods. It
has nearly always referred to as a phenomenon of urban housing and
communities. The term has many historical meanings that should be unpacked,
and including the assumption that affluent group behavior will have a civilizing
effect on another, less affluent group.

We rarely discuss rural gentrification, though of course, many of the same
conflicts around class and development are present. In cultural preservation
discussions about development, we often hear the term “Rural Heritage” but
rarely the term “Urban Heritage.” It is worth thinking about the historical
reasons we value one culture as our national heritage and the other as a
problem to be solved.
Originally a term denoting class, in the U.S., Gentrification has become an
ambiguous blanket term for conflicts around race, gender, and sexual
orientation as well as class that are located in particular spaces. When we talk
about Gentrification and Gentrifiers, we are most often using coded language
meant to stand in for Black or Latino neighborhoods and white middle class
people—but, there are many examples where the Gentrified are white working
class, or the Gentrifiers are professional people of color.
Cashing out versus neighborhood stability—residents stay or move out of
neighborhoods for a variety of reasons when the Gentrification process begins.
Homeownership, gender, race, class, ethnicity, age, children, employment are all
contributing factors to the pace and scale of urban change.
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NOTES ON A WORD: GENTRIFICATION AS URBAN PHENOMENON

Policy, Planning, and Preservation: Setting the Stage for Urban Change
Some of key policies and financial instruments that have shaped the public's
understanding and embrace/rejection of urban change:
 Redlining
 Urban renewal
 Historic preservation tax credits
 Upzoning
 Financial instruments that incentivize multifamily development and density
 Uneven permitting and financing instruments
Contributing factors:
 Uneven tax support impacts on schools and parks
 Uneven political support impacts on sidewalks, roads, transit infrastructure.
 Uneven, poor, or no data: Few standard meaningful benchmarks for
measuring progress or failure.

A Home Owner’s Loan Corporation 1936 security map of
Philadelphia showing redlining of lower income
neighborhoods.
Source:
http://cml.upenn.edu/redlining/HOLC_1936.html
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GENTRIFICATION AS URBAN CULTURAL PHENOMENON
Case Study in Progress: Washington, DC’s 11th Street Bridge Park
Urban Renewal in Washington DC, Case Study:
 Southwest Waterfront and Capitol Park [Chloethiel Woodard Smith/Dan
Kiley]
 552 Acre site
 Proximity to Capitol, Federal City, Riverfront
 Mix of apartment blocks and townhouses
 Residential displacement
 Failure of commercial development

Washington DC’s Anacostia Neighborhood History
 Established in 1854
 Becomes a majority Black neighborhood in 1950s-60s
 Economic Vulnerability and Cultural Stability
 Proximity to Navy Yard, Federal City, Riverfront

Architect Chloethiel Woodard Smith with a scale model of her Capitol
Park project in Southwest D.C (c.1960)
Source: http://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/2011648083/
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GENTRIFICATION AS URBAN CULTURAL PHENOMENON
Case Study in Progress: Washington, DC’s 11th Street Bridge Park

11th Street Bridge Park Project
 Origins
 Connecting Navy Yard and Anacostia
Neighborhoods
 Design Brief
 OMA + OLIN Concept
 Budget of $50-55 Million, 50% raised
 Construction scheduled for 2019

Building Bridges Across the River/Financial and Policy innovations
 Community Land Trust
 Investments from Philanthropic Foundations (JP Morgan Chase)
 Home Buyers Club
 Local jobs agreements

DIANE JONES ALLEN, ASLA, PRINCIPAL LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT,
DESIGNJONES

TRANSIT DESERTS: THE IMPACT OF GENTRIFICATION ON THE SHIFTED
The Shifting
 Within the past five decades, public transit
dependent, urban oriented populations have
relocated to outer-urban, auto-oriented
neighborhoods at rates equaling the Great
Migration of African-Americans arriving in
American cities during the preceding five decades.
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TRANSIT DESERTS: THE IMPACT OF GENTRIFICATION ON THE SHIFTED
Gentrification
Connection to market forces brought housing cost, and wages out of line, creating a shortage
of affordable housing which forced the movement of many low income residents to outer
urban areas (Schwartz, 2013).
The result of gentrification for many African Americans is a nomadic existence as they
attempt to establish home, and often travel back and forth to their old neighborhoods for
social–cultural connections, employment, goods, and services.
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TRANSIT DESERTS: THE IMPACT OF GENTRIFICATION ON THE SHIFTED
The Impact of Moving to the Transit Desert
 These new places have limited public transit service access, often as a result of suburban
or low density physiography or form tied to an urban design philosophy, privileging the
automobile
 These areas of low development that have had economic and demographic shifts are
unable to offer the transportation necessities that insure employment, and accessibility to
social and cultural networks.
 The current trend, of locating those less affluent and heavily dependent on transit, in
outer-urban areas, puts increased demand on areas of decreased service.
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TRANSIT DESERTS: THE IMPACT OF GENTRIFICATION ON THE SHIFTED

Solutions
Policy Based Methods for Providing Transit Access
• “Instituting Federal policy that places
more dollars into local areas so that
decisions as to where facilities are places
can be made by those that are most
impacted.
• Provide resources to refashion existing
transportation infrastructure and bring it
into scale with the local landscape.
• Getting citizens involved through the
public input process.
• Focus on opportunity issues, by stepping
up Title VI enforcement and increasing
public conversation”.

GARY STRANG, FASLA, AIA
History of Gentrification in San Francisco
Dot Com Boom - 1997 to 2000
•Created strong demand for skilled tech
workers resulting in rapid influx of affluent
residents into the city.
•Began to contribute to gentrification of
historically immigrant neighborhoods such as
the Mission District.
•San Francisco begins transformation that
eventually leads to it becoming one of the
most expensive cities to live in the United
States.
Into the New Millennium
•Influx of young tech workers sustains from
late-1990s through the 2010s, escalating
following the Great Recession (2007-2009)
• Continues to push poor and immigrant
residents out to the outskirts of the city and to
the suburbs of the East Bay and South Bay.

Resistance Case Study: Google Bus Protests
2013
•The private buses serving growing tech
companies located in the suburbs become a
symbol of gentrification in San Francisco.
•Approximately 200 shuttles travel exclusively
between San Francisco County and Silicon
Valley daily.
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Housing Displacement in the Bay Area
•The UC Berkeley College of Environmental
Design spearheaded the Urban Displacement
Project, mapping areas where gentrification is
most advanced (deep purple).
•The largest areas of advanced gentrification
shown on the San Francisco portion of the map
include the Mission District, the South of
Market Area, the Tenderloin and the Fillmore,
which have historically been primarily Latino,
African American, Light Industrial or SRO
neighborhoods.
Gentrification Case Study: The Mission District
•The GLS office is in the heart of the Mission
District of San Francisco, an area that has
become symbolic of the clash between
affluent tech workers and lower
income/immigrant populations.
•The Mission District is particularly valued to
tech workers due to easy access to freeways
and public transportation to Silicon Valley and
to the Financial District.
•Mission District housing costs began rising
more sharply than the rest of San Francisco
starting in the mid to late 1990s.
•Then, from 2012 on, as the Bay Area
economy recovered from the Great Recession,
the accelerated demand for transit-accessible
housing, high end services and small business
spaces displaced many long-time Mission
residents and businesses, further changing the
neighborhood fabric.
•Housing costs continue to escalate to present
day.
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The HOPE SF Program
•Based on HOPE VI - Years of reduced
investment by federal government - By mid
2000s, HOPE VI funds had severely diminished.
•In 2005, an independent study found that San
Francisco required $267 million to repair its
crumbling public housing. The federal
government allocates only $16 million to San
Francisco annually for public housing.
•Former SF Mayor Gavin Newsom invests $95
million in local funding to HOPE SF - HOPE SF is
backed by both public and private funds.
•Over 5,000 new public, affordable, and
market rate homes are to be created through
the program.
•Housing for a mix of income levels increases
homeownership opportunities for many local
residents who have been priced out of the
housing market.
•New financial model: Market rate housing
subsidizes cost of public housing reconstruction.
•Inclusive Design: Community involvement in all
stages of the design process.
•Health Initiative: Vibrant outdoor spaces; safe
outdoor recreation areas; environmentally
friendly design.
•No Displacement: Any current resident in good
standing able to stay on site. Displacement is
one of the biggest criticisms of HOPE VI.
•Construction is phased to minimize disruption to
current residents.
•GLS is the master plan landscape architect for
two of the four HOPE SF sites: Potrero and
Hunters View
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HOPE SF: Rebuild Potrero
Site History
• The ‘Potrero Terrace’ and ‘Annex’ were
completed respectively during the war effort in
1941, and 1954.
• The barracks were originally built as
temporary worker housing for nearby
shipyards.
• The site was developed without attention to
typical San Francisco design principles.

Proposed Redevelopment Plan
• The 606 existing dilapidated public housing
units will ultimately be replaced along with an
additional 1000 units of market rate and
affordable homes
• Addition of day care, pre-school, a
community center, recreational facilities,
neighborhood-serving retail and open space
amenities.

Existing Conditions with Limited Connectivity
• Rather than relating to the grid of the
adjacent neighborhood, streets followed
contours of an existing ridge and valley
according to expediency,
• Results in few vehicular, transit and pedestrian
connections to the surrounding area, and severe
limitations on housing density
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HOPE SF: Rebuild Potrero
Proposed Street Grid
• A new street grid supporting greater
connectivity, higher densities and dramatic
views will replace the low density suburban
site plan.
• Reconnects neighborhood to surrounding
community and to transit.
• The redesign of the neighborhood is based
upon a hybrid of the traditional urban
design strategies that created San Francisco’s
distinctive character, along with new
performance driven infrastructure and a
network of open spaces far exceeding
traditional standards for amount and quality.
• The grid accommodates an extensive
pedestrian network of parks, stairs and
widened streets, giving as much priority to
people as to cars, making it safer, more
accessible, and more open to neighbors,
public transit and other city services.
• By carefully phasing construction, current
residents will not be required to relocate off
site at any time during the process.
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HOPE SF: Hunters View (Under Construction)
Site History
• Originally built as part of the war effort in
1943 as temporary worker housing for
nearby shipyards.
• In 1954, the San Francisco Public Housing
Authority converted the site to public housing,
reusing the poorly designed streets and
rebuilding some housing.
• Like Potrero, streets were designed to the
contours of the site, resulting in few
connections to the surrounding community and
the rest of the City.
• Hunters View was chosen by former San
Francisco Mayor Gavin Newsom’s Office of
Housing, the San Francisco Housing Authority
and the San Francisco Redevelopment
Agency as the first reconstruction project to
be undertaken by HOPE SF.

Phasing
•A phased development plan allows residents
to remain within their existing community
during development and to take advantage
of economic opportunities, such as
construction jobs, throughout the process.
•Families move into vacant units in other parts
of the development and remain on site.
•In the first phase at Hunters View, 55
families and 2 businesses were relocated
successfully on site.
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HOPE SF: Hunters View (Under
Construction)
Completion of Phase I
• The redesign incorporates a grid which
connects to the surrounding neighborhood
and supports higher density housing, while
creating more usable and secure public open
space that takes advantage of previously
neglected views.
• Several smaller mid-block and pocket
parks are scattered across the site, each
within short walking distance of every
residence.

Community Process
• Community input and participation has
taken place throughout the design process.
• Regular meetings, site tours, and workshops
on open space design were held to ensure
regular input from residents.
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